Adjectives with er and est Mini Test

1. Complete the following boxes.

slow  |   | slowest

2. Complete the following boxes.

heavy  |   |   

3. Can you add the correct adjective to this sentence?

Kate is _____________ than Junaid.

short / shorter / shortest

4. Can you add the correct adjectives to this sentence?

The dog is _____________ than the cat but _____________ than the elephant.

bigger / biggest / smallest / smaller
5. Which of these is spelt correctly? Tick one.

- thinner
- thinner

6. Which of these is spelt correctly? Tick one.

- easiest
- easier

**END OF TEST**
1. Complete the following boxes.
   - slow
   - slower
   - slowest

2. Complete the following boxes.
   - heavy
   - heavier
   - heaviest

3. Can you add the correct adjective to this sentence?
   Kate is **shorter** than Junaid.

4. Can you add the correct adjectives to this sentence
   The dog is **bigger** than the cat, but **smaller** than the elephant.

5. Which of these is spelt correctly? Tick one
   - thinner
   - thinner

6. Which of these is spelt correctly? Tick one
   - easiest
   - easier